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Biotope maps of the area (Agency for nature andlandscape conservation)
Top: Bush (brown) vs. monoculture (not mapped)Left: Regional biocentre and biocorridors, Natura 2000 (violet)
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Citizen science



Context:Deforestation by warming climate, in some countriesdesertification
• Spruce monoculture in unsuitable conditions• spruce bark beetle (native, northern invasive)• Industrial forestry failure, slow intervention

Czech Republic
2016: 100’s bark beetles it feromon traps
2017: 19 M m³ harvested (6M damaged)
2018: 25 M m³ harvested (13M damaged)
2019: 100 000’s bark beetles in traps

wood price fall, heavy financial losses

Stills from a documentary Forest sorrow (2023,
dir. Barbora Klocova)





Natura 2000: 9170 * Galio-Carpinetum oak-hornbeam forest

Pine monoculture:
shade and little air due to dense planting
leafy shoots nibbled by animals in winter

weaker trees dry out and are food for bark beetles and carpenter beetles
supermarket for deers and wild pigs - eat all leafy seedlings in winter





coppice forests (thinnings forests) - records from17th -18th century
– cutted every 7-14 years, used for heating,carpentry– Twigs or wicker every (1-2 years) used forcattle feeding, baskets– Principles of biodynamic regenerativeagroforestry used in permaculture

biodynamic: cutting releases nutrients from roots to nearby treesand boosts them or the tree sprouts quickly from the stump andmakes several trunks, leafs can be used for compost and enrichingthe soil, dead wood also makes better soil, funghi, insects, birds...Not using the wood for burning it can make the cycle very fast andcapture carbon into soil.



Soil profiles:mostly shale(silur clay mineral)







Sensors use:
• (micro)climate conditions• automation
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• 02/2020 Leaf field research server RPi 3B 1GB RAM
• Hubzilla instance - Idea (hypothesis) on socialnetworking with ecosystem actors: re-focusattention fixed to digital media
• RPi memory and 10GB/month data limit insufficientfor social networking, fediverse software notdesigned for offline-first livinglab, node9 site Prague2020 Entrance gallery2021 Farmstudio, TRSY festival2022 Pop-up gallery AVU





2023• Leaf rework, only RaspiCam/mic + Liquidsoap stream• Stationary wood0: Odroid N2+ 4GB RAM, Wifi• Hosting Radio Aporee MobileMic (RPi Zero + audio HAT)• Connection upgrade 100GB/month



waterlily tea performance
Art Meets Radical Openness (2020, online)
with Irina Andreeva and Nikola Brabcova
butoh dance, tea ceremony, microscopy, VR stream



Zine 2022
Sculpture is a transmitter, it radiates (J. Beuys)

permacomputing use: local library, care of information,
transmitting knowledge, connecting people

Perma-computed digital communities as a social sculpture

Trip to the Silbersee (Bitterfel-Wolfen)
research on toxic waste from media and art 2021



Rural library with video galleryhosted by VegLab FreistadtFestival of Regions Austria 2023



Al YakubouskayaReminiscence
60GHz mmWave Radar Sensor
detects Heartbeat
(Breathing) of people
(more than human?) around
cocoon, reacts by
lightpulses

Detach media art from urban context,server farm processing, fomo...Reimagine rural social sustainability



Trees and plants thank you for your attention


